The Truth at Last -- A Message to General Dunford

By Anna Von Reitz

Instead of restoring and recognizing the actual civil government owed to this country after the so-called Civil War (which was never declared and never ended by a peace treaty and therefore just an illegal commercial mercenary action on our shores) the generals (Grant, Sherman, et alia.) took over, conveniently pretending that the Municipal Government of Washington, DC, was the civil government they were answerable to under the actual Constitution. (It wasn't.)

This set up the "US Congress" --- operating as the Board of Directors of a commercial corporation and as the plenary oligarchs in charge of the Municipality of Washington, DC--- as the rulers of their own little kingdom, the Municipal United States. You know this organization as the STATES OF STATES, like the STATE OF OREGON and STATE OF NEVADA that have viciously prosecuted the Bundys, the Hammonds, and others.

And it also left the Generals --- operating as the Board of Directors of another corporation -- as the military dictators in charge of the Territorial United States. This originally meant the District of Columbia and the Insular States like Guam and Puerto Rico and American Samoa.....but they quickly established "State of State" franchises --- which they called "States in the Territorial System". Fake States.

According to all these criminals, it left us, the actual states and people as "occupied territory"--- albeit, "occupied" by our own goddamned traitorous "representatives" and military officers, using our resources including our sons and daughters as fodder in foreign for-profit commercial "wars".

I can only guess how disgusted the veterans reading this will be when they understand how grossly they and their families have been betrayed and disserved by this coalition of criminal self-interest between the military leaders and the politicians.

And how all the Beltway Scum are still screwing around at this late date, dementedly trying to make this gigantic 150 year-old-Cluster F continue to function----as if that were desirable for anyone in their right mind on this planet.

Now, the Municipal United States is in Chapter 7 liquidation and is going away. By next June, the planners say that the STATES OF STATES will disappear and be replaced by the United Nations version of this same crappola: THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA with its "STATES" of OREGON, IDAHO, and so on, just more "franchises" of the "UN Corporation"---- a nice, Nazi-sympathizer organization started during World War II in Vichy France.

And where does this leave Donald J. Trump, the CEO of this outgoing Municipal Government organization? Out of a job. Unless he wakes up, reinstates his own birthright political status, and accepts our Bond and enters into The Office of the President of the United States of America--- and helps restore the actual land jurisdiction government owed to the people of this country.
And, the Territorial United States corporations are in Chapter 11, Reorganization, hence all the rumors that General Dunford will be taking over as "President" of "the Republic" (Inc.)

We are sorry, but pardon us ---- the military leaders are now up against it to answer for their despicable behavior over the course of the last 150 years.

We are the actual, factual Civil Government owed to this country--- the lawful owners of the international land jurisdiction of the organic states. And we are telling the military to stand down. We are declaring the peace after 150 years of this criminality.

The United States Civil Flag, not the war flag, needs to be flying over the Capitol Dome. And that's the fact of the matter. We are not at war. We haven't been at war since 1865.

And everything else that has gone on under color of law and darkness and deceit is just nothing but crime and fraud, embezzlement, betrayal, and gross negligence and dereliction of duty. You all need to back off and back up and turn 180 degrees around.

We are also informing the military Top Brass that far from being broke, the American states and people are the richest -- by far -- of all the people on Earth, and the Paramount Security Interest Holders and Priority Creditors of every Territorial and Municipal Government and every corporation formed under the auspices of these governments worldwide.

We own all the debt, all the assets, all the profits. Worldwide.

Dunford---- you think you need to borrow money from banks and foreign corporations and foreign governments? That you have to borrow money from FRANCE???

But wait a minute --- we own their debt. We own FRANCE, INC. and France, Inc., and guess what? The Bank of France, too. They are the ones in hock to us.

Wake up, you great lantern-jawed lug!

The banks are just Secondary Creditors pretending to "represent" us!

We, the American states and people, are the creditors. We are not "a" bank, we are "the" bank.

And, once and for all, we are not "occupied" by you, you are under contract to serve us. Got that?

Get your rump back in gear and moving in the right direction or we will happily invite the entire world to show up for a housecleaning party and provide the beer and pretzels for our guests.

We don't want to hear you misrepresenting any filthy foreign incorporated entity as a "Republic" of anything but maybe the "Republic of Bull".

We don't want any rumors of "Martial Law" because we have already been illegally and immorally subjected to "martial law" for 150 years and we are goddamned sick of it.

Let us remind you of the Marine Code of Conduct which begins with this salutary bit of information: "I am an American."

Not a "U.S. citizen" not a "Citizen of the United States" and certainly not a "citizen of the United Nations" either----- an American.

We are all Americans. First, last, and in between. It is high holy time that you and the rest of the men sitting as Joint Chiefs started acting like it and cleaned up this whole mess---- the "UN" and the "US", too.
One final note --- the Republics, all fifty of them -- are still here. We didn't go anyplace. We've just been commandeered and enslaved and betrayed by you Pinheads. So do your duty.

Now that you know what it is.

Help restore the actual American Government of the people, by the people and for the people, to full and proper operation as it is supposed to operate, and put this ugly history of criminality and fraud behind us.

And if you need money to do it, you now know who is able and willing to pay your salaries, and your retirements, if and only if, you get your heads screwed on and come home and do the right thing by the American states and people and declare our peace to the rest of the world.

The proof of what has gone on here, and what has to stop, is self-evident from the history and the presumptions and the behaviors of the courts and the verbiage being used and also from your own Field Manuals. Take a gander at the first few sections of the 27-5 FM----and don't even try to deny it. You and your buddies are caught in utter disgrace and must make prompt correction.

1. MILITARY GOVERNMENT-CIVIL AFFAIRS.

a. Military Government. The term “military government” is used in this manual to describe the supreme authority exercised by an armed force over the lands, property, and the inhabitants of enemy territory, or allied or domestic territory recovered from enemy occupation, or from rebels treated as belligerents. It is exercised when an armed force has occupied such territory, whether by force or by agreement, and has substituted its authority for that of the sovereign or a previous government. Sovereignty is not transferred by reason of occupation, but the right of control passes to the occupying force, limited only by international law and custom. The theater commander bears full responsibility for military government. He is usually designated as military governor, but may delegate both his authority and title to a subordinate commander.

b. Occupied Territory. The term “occupied territory” is used to mean any area in which military government is exercised by an armed force. It does not include territory in which an armed force is located but has not assumed supreme authority.

c. Civil Affairs. The term “civil affairs” is used to describe the activities of the government of the occupied area and of the inhabitants of such an area except those of an organized military character. “Civil affairs control” describes the supervision of the activities of civilians by an armed force, by military government, or otherwise. The term “civil affairs officers” designates the military officers, who, under the military governor, are engaged in the control of civilians.
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